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For the first time in years, things are going well for Long Beach homicide detective Danny Beckett.
Heâ€™s closing cases with his partner, Jennifer Tanaka, and keeping a spare suit at the condo of
his girlfriend, Julia Rice. But Dannyâ€™s peace is shattered when heâ€™s called to investigate an
apparent suicideâ€”one that quickly reveals itself to be murder.Just as Danny begins to investigate,
a bomb detonates in his car while itâ€™s parked in a mechanicâ€™s lot, sidelining him from both the
murder case and the hunt for his own assassin. Placed in protective custody at the home of his
partner, the headstrong investigator must resist the temptation to break protocolâ€”and find the
willpower to stop his own self-destructive behavior before it threatens his two most important
relationships. But what happens when Danny must choose between following the rules and saving a
life?
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His best yet. I really enjoy reading about Dilts's characters, and his character driven stories. Love
the Long Beach settings, and his very real, imperfect, pain-ridden protagonist. I suffered pain due to

a chronic illness for a decade, really appreciatr reading about a very human cop who must live and
work around and through this reality. Have bought them all, re-read them, can't wait for no. 5.

I saved this book for the weekend and all weekend fought myself: I wanted to read faster faster
faster because I was enjoying it so much, but then I wanted to read it slower slower slower because
I wanted it to last.I am a big fan of this series of books. The stories are interesting and well done,
and Dilts is always good about sprinkling in all kinds of his own recommendations for pop culture
enjoyment, whether it's The Wire or a new podcast or a Long Beach restaurant or even a Subaru
Legacy. Love the books and recommend them highly.

Well worth the wait ! If you are a fan of this series, you will not be disappointed ! My favorite will
always be A Cold & Broken Allelujah but this was a great follow up to it ! I actually enjoyed the
vulnerability of Danny in this book ! I would highly recommend this series to anyone you will love it !
At times it's dark and disturbing, other times subtle, tossed in with a little humor. Tyled Dilts has a
style all his own and I am a huge fan !!!!!!!!!!!

Read this book! (But start with The King of Infinite Space if you have not yet been introduced to
Detective Danny Beckett.)I'm not going to give a plot synopsis. You can get that from the publisher.
If you're one of those people who are always looking for the next author or the next series of books
to keep you entertained.....stop right here.I've read plenty of crime novels, but Dilts' books have a
great balance of plot and character development. So many books seem like they were put together
like Lego's (you know, just take all these pre-made elements and snap them together, usually in a
predictable order.) The Long Beach detective series is more than that. The main character seems
human, with flaws and fears. You can't help but be invested in his development as a person and a
detective.While this is the 4th book of a series, I believe you could read it as a stand-alone and not
be confused. By all means, go back and read the entire set when you can.This is not a comedy, but
if you can read this book and others in the series without emitting a good chuckle, something is
seriously wrong with you.My only complaint would be that it was too short. I guess, "Always leave
them wanting more" is a good tactic for someone who writes for a living.I discovered this series via
my Kindle. That instant gratification of buying a book for instant download makes it soooo much
harder to wait patiently for one of your favorite authors to release a new book. There are currently 3
living authors that I count the days, waiting for their new releases. Tyler Dilts is one of those three.

I waited until I had read all 4 books to post a review, because I just couldn't believe that all of them
would be as good as the first. they are. as a matter of fact, they just got better with each read. they
are so well written that I was upset when the series ended. the words just flow beautifully without
errors! amazing .. I read a lot. you kind of get used to poor writing. these books are truly exceptional.
obviously, i recommend all 4 books.. download and enjoy!

Another good story by Dilts. The plot was a bit convoluted but since I read it at practically light
speed, I may have missed a few important details. Only four stars this time because the original
case expands into three (or was it four?) by the end and tying all the ends together, although done
deftly, was an unnecessary complication. Anxiously awaiting the next book!

Detctives discover a murder dressed up to look like a suicide and all of us familiar with this series
knows if Danny doesn't have bad luck he wouldn't have any luck at all. Detective gets a bomb
planted in his car, kidnapped, beaten up and left with a concussion and now he has let down his
working mate and his love interest. What next? Only more bad luck.

I was so happy to see the next installment of this series. I love all the characters and the story lines
are always thoughtful and serious with just the right amount of humor and/or sarcasm. My only
complaint is the time I'll have to wait for the next book.
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